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ABSTRACT: A technical issue of concern in the performance assessment of the proposed repository at Yucca
Mountain (YM) is potential damage to the waste packages (WPs) emplaced in the drifts by direct rockfall due to
earthquake ground motion. This is of particular interest because the rock mass surrounding the proposed repository
is highly fractured and YM is located in a seismically active region. This paper analyzes rockfall phenomena by
simulating the behavior of an unsupported emplacement drift undergoing repeated seismic ground motion after
subjecting it to in situ stress and, for some cases, a time-decaying thermal load generated by the emplaced wastes.
Preliminary modeling results show that fracture pattern and block size have a controlling effect on the number
of blocks falling simultaneously, the extent of rockfall. and the overall drift stability. Other factors that may affect
rockfall are also discussed, including characteristics of seismic ground motion, model setup, and rock and fracture
thcrnal-mechanical properties.

I INTRODUCTION

The proposed geological repository for high-level
waste (HLW) at Yucca Mountain (YM), Nevada, is
located in the tectonically active central Basin and
Range Province of the North American Cordillera
(Wernicke 1992). Numerous Quaternary faults,
volcanoes, paleocarthquakes, and historic earthquakes
are evidence of the tectonic activity of the region.
Recent seismic hazard analyses (Wong & Stepp 1998)
show that the mean horizontal peak ground
acceleration at the reference rock outcrop (at the
repository depth without over burden rock) is about
0.55 g and 1.32 g for 10,000-yr and 100,000-yr return
period earthquakes, respectively. Such earthquakes
may affect the integrity and radiological safety of the
proposed repository because of possible disruptions to
underground openings, particularly because the rock
mass surrounding the proposed repository is highly
fractured and contains irregular fracture patterns
(Brechtel et al. 1995, Lin et al. 1993, Anna 1998).
Potential damage to the waste packages (WPs)
emplaced in the drifts by direct rockfall due to
earthquake ground motion needs to be considered in
repository performance assessment. This paper studies
such rockfall, including assessing the size of rock
blocks that can fall, the possibility of multiple rock
blocks falling simultaneously, the extent of the
potential rockfall region, and the overall stability of an
emplacement drift.
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Size of individual rock blocks that can fall is
controlled by geometrical characteristics of the
fracture network, including fracture spacing,
orientation, persistence, and trace length. The primary
fracture sets based on stereographic projections (Pye
et al. 1997) of fracture data from the detailed line
survey in the exploratory studies facility (ESF) drifts
were used to generate irregular fracture patterns for
use in this study. Rockfall phenomena were then
analyzed with adrift scale model consisting of a single
emplacement drift using the distinct element computer
code UDEC (Itasca Consulting Group, Inc. 1996). The
UDEC analyses simulated the behavior of an
unsupported emplacement drift undergoing repeated
earthquake ground motion after subjecting it to in situ
stress and, for some cases, time-decaying thermal load
generated by the emplaced wastes. In the cases with
thermal loading, thermal analyses were conducted for
the first 100 yr following waste emplacement,
corresponding to the preclosure period. Seismic load
was, then, applied to simulate rockfall during the early
postclosure period (after 100 yr). Rockfall due to
seismic load is not considered to affect the WPs during
the preclosure period, because ground support systems
will be in place during the preclosure period to protect
WPs from rockfall. It can be considered that the
thermal-mechanical (TM) analy s of this study apply
to the preclosure period and the dynamic analyses
apply to the early postclosure period. The cooling
phase is not simulated and will be studied in the
future.



2 MODEL DESCRIPTION

2.1 Input parameters

Important input to the dynamic analyses includes
fracture pluern. grund motion time histories, thermal
loading, and rock block and fracture TM properties.
These input parameters were selected based mainly on
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) site
characterization data and repository design
considerations as detailed in the following paragraphs.

Abundant information on fracture characteristics at
YM has been collected by the DOE through site
characterization activities, including core hole
exploration (Brechtel et al. 1995, Lin et al. 1993),
surface mapping, and full-periphery geological
mapping and detailed line survey in the ESF (Beason
1997, Anna 1998). Detailed analyses of these fracture
data are still in progress. For the current study,
analyses of fracture orientations, frequencies, and
fracture sets for the TSw2 (the host formation of the
proposed repository), based on the detailed line survey
data along the ESF main drift, were used as the basis
to generate fracture patterns for dynamic analyses (Pyc
et al. 1997).

Using stereographic projections (Schmidt equal
area lower hemisphere projection), three primary
fracture sets were identified (Pye et al. 1997) with
fracture spacings following log-normal distributions.
The UDEC command JSET was used to generate an
approximation of these three fracture sets (Table 1).
Three cases were analyzed. Case A considered two
primary fracture sets and, consequently, has larger size
blocks. Cases B and C had three fracture sets. Block
size around the opening in case C is slightly smaller
than that in case B in an attempt to evaluate the effect
of block size nn rockfall. The purpose of selecting
three cases for the current analyses was to broadly
examine the range of effects of fracture pattern on
rockfall, not to systematically cover all the possible
fracture patterns at the repository.

Generation of fracture patterns included estimating
a mean and a standard deviation from the mean for a
uniform probability distribution for fracture spacing
and orientation based on information provided for
each primary fracture set (Pye et al. 1997). Individual
judgment played an important role in selecting the
mean and the standard deviation from the mean for the
three fracture sets. Also, fracture trace length and
persistence are mainly assumed. It should also be
noted there are a number of limitations in the UDEC
fracture generator (i) it is limited to two dimensions
(2D); (ii) fracture spacing, orientation, trace length,
and persistence are assumed to have uniform
distributions; and (iii) UDEC is not capable of
handling fractures that do not completely intersect a
block and therefore, many small fractures or segments
of fractures are automatically deleted. These
limitations make simulated fracture patterns different
from in situ fracture patterns and, therefore, may
affect stress distribution and failure of the rock mass.
Further investigations are necessary to evaluate such
effects. Ideally, a three-dimensional (3D) fracture
generator that can account for a variety of distribution
types should be used to generate fractures in 3D and
obtain the required 2D cross section from the 3D
model formechanical analyses. Alternatively, fracture
patterns on a typical cross section from the
underground mapping data may be used to digitize the
fractures and manually input them into the UDEC
model. These options will be further explored in the
future when more fracture data become available.

The current DOE thermal loading strategy uses the
concept of areal mass load (AML in metric tons of
uranium per acre, or MTU/acre). DOE thermal
analyses show that 85 MTU/acre is the highest AML
that will satisfy all the thermal goals (U.S. Department
of Energy 1998). Therefore, for the current modeling
study, 85 MTU/acre AML was used.

Considering the prescribed dimensions of the WPs
to be disposed at YM, the DOE proposed six possible
arrangements of WPs and calculated associated drift

Table 1. UDEC Version 3.0 parameters used to generate fracture patterns
Fracture Angle' Trace Length Gap Length Fracture Spacing

Case Set Mean Deviation' Mean Deviation' Mean Deviation2 Mean Deviation!
A 1st 85 10 7.5 1 0 0 0.4 0.1

2nd 20 5 5 1 0 0 0.75 0.1

1st 85 10 12 4 0 0.1 0.3 0.05
B 2nd 20 8 6 2 0 0.1 0.75 0.4

3rd 110 10 12 4 0 0.1 1.8 0.5

1st 85 10 7.5 1 0 0 0.4 0.1
C 2nd 20 5 5 1 0 0 0.75 0.1

3rd 110 10 12 4 0 0.1 1.8 0.5

'The angle is measured counter-clockwise from the horizontal axis. Deviation is the standard deviation
from the mean, assuming a uniform probability distribution.



and WP spacings (Table 2). These arrangements put a
package containing vitrified HLW between every
adjacent spent nuclear fuel (SNF) WPs. SNF WPs arc
either 21 -pressurized water reactor (PWR), 44-boiling
water reactor (BWR), or 12-PWR WPs. The DOE
analysis shows that to maintain 85 MTU/acre AMLI a
uniform drift spacing of 28 m needs to be planned for
the entire repository. For 28 m drift spacing, the WP
spacing is calculated to be 13.26 m. The heat mass
content IQ(t)I is the sum of a 44-BWR package [QWt14
,I and an HLW package [Q(t)HLw](Table 2) for a
single drift and one-unit cell width (U.S. Department
of Energy, 1998):

Q(') = Q(1)44BWR + Q(O)HLW (1)

The average thermal decay for a 44-BWR package
and an HLW package given in Table V-1 of DOE
(1998) was used in calculating Q(t). Assuming that
heat is uniformly distributed on the drift wall, the
decay heat flux q(t) is calculated as

q(:) = (2)
iLDLWP

where D is drift diameter (5 m) and LWp is center-to-
center spacing between two adjacent SNF WPs
(13.26 m). UDEC currently allows a thermal flux
boundary condition to be input as a simple,
exponentially decaying flux with a single decay
coefficient of the form

q(t) = qexp(-at) (3)

where q0 is flux applied to the drift wall at time of
emplacement and a is the decay constant (s). The
initial heat flux was estimated to be 43.18 W/m2. Eight
decay segments of the form of equation 3 were

-obtained by a best-fit approach to approximate q(t.
Heat transfer by radiation or convection from the WP
to the drift wall was neglected from these calculations,
which may underestimate heat load. Also, heat
removal from ventilation was neglected, which may
overestimate head load.

TM properties (Table 3) were selected from a
specific case of a previous study (case 12 of Ahola et

al. 1996). This combination of intact and fracture TM
properties caused relatively significant yielding and
large shear displacement along fractures. These
parameter values represent upper bounds on intact rock
cohesion and intact rock Young's modulus; lower
bounds on fracture friction angle, thermal expansion
coefficient, and intact rock friction angle; and averages
for the other parameters. The upper and lower bound
and average values were selected based on information
available from a number of DOE sources as detailed in
Ahola et al. (1996).

Since 'the main purpose of the current study is to
establish an approach to explicitly model rockfall,
seismic ground motion input was kept simple. A
simple sigmoidal dynamic signal was used. with a
maximum peak ground acceleration of approximately
0.4 g and frequency of 10 Hz. Potential effects of
various characteristics of a more realistic earthquake
time history will be investigated in the future. The
dynamic signal was applied to the base of the model as
a vertically propagating compressive stress wave.

2.2 Model geometry and boundary conlitions

Selections of the geometric model and boundary
conditions were based on the assumption of multiple
parallel drifts. The study simulated a single drift placed
in the middle of a group of similar drifts parallel to
each other. The drifts were assumed to be long enough
so that plane-strain condition applies. All fractures
were assumed 2D and had strikes parallel to the drift.
Drift diameter was S m and drift spacing 28 m.

Figure I depicts the geometric model comprised of
discrete element blocks for case C. The model
extended vertically from ground surface (about 317 m
above the repository) to approximately groundwater
level (about 350 m below the repository). At such
extent, heat flux due to emplaced WPs is almost zero
and the ambient temperatures applied along the upper
and lower boundaries do not influence the results in the
area around the drift for the selected simulation time of
100 yr in the case with thermal loading. To maintain a
reasonable and workable problem size, only a region
approximately one drift diameter in the rock mass was
modeled as having the specified fracture spacings.

Table 2. Six possible spent nuclear fuel waste package combinations and associated drift and waste package
spacings (U.S. Department of EnerRy 1098)

Waste Package Maximum Drift Spacing, m Waste Package Spacing. m

1 21-PWR HLW 44-BWR 30 13.28
2 21-PWR HLW21-PWR 32 13.3
3 21-PWRHLW12-PWR 25 13.67
4 44-BWR HLW 44-BWR 28 13.26

5 44-BWR HLW 12-PWR 23 13.68

6 21-PWR HLW 12-PWR 19 13.58



JIsoCl. Intact rOCK and racture thenal-mcchanlical properties Ahola et al. WM

Parameters Parameter Values Unit

Young's Modulus 32 GPa

Poisson's Ratio 0.21

Rock Friction Angle 20 degrees

Rock Cohesion 43 MPa

Rock Tensile Strength 5 MPa

Rock Compressive Strength 166 MPa

Rock Density 2297 kg/m3

Fracture Friction Angle 38 degrees

Fracture Cohesion 0.08 MPa

Fracture Tensile Strength 0.04 MPa

Fracture Normal and Shear Stiffness 1.0 x MI IylPa/M

Fracture Angle of Friction 0.04

Thermal Expansion Coefficient 6 x 104 

Thermal Conductivity 2.1 W/m-K

Specific Heat 932 J/Kg-K

_
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and heat flux. The top boundary representing the
ground surface was stress free and the bottom
boundary was fixed in the vertical direction.
Temperature was fixed at 18.7 0C at the top boundary
and 34.2 C at the bottom boundary. The in situ
vertical stress at the repository horizon was set to be
7.0 MPa based on average measured values in the
DOE advanced conceptual design (Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management System,
Management and Operating Contractor 1996). The
vertical stress gradient with depth was 0.0221 MPa/m
based on rock density. The in situ horizontal stress
was assumed related to the vertical stress by Poisson's
ratio. This assumption gives a stress ratio that is
within the range of stress ratios measured at YM
(Harmsen 1994, Stock et al. 1985).

For dynamic analyses, a smaller submodel of the
original domain was used to reduce the size of the
problem and computational time. This was achieved
after the initial TM analyses. Solutions of stresses,
temperature, and displacements from the TM analyses
were used as the initial conditions for the subsequent
dynamic analyses. The submodel extended 50 m
above and below the repository horizon (Fig. 1). For
this preliminary study, only a vertically propagating
compressive wave was applied. Therefore, the vertical
boundaries remained rollered. After solving for the
new boundary stresses (from the solution of the TM
modeling) to be applied to the upper and lower
boundaries of the submodel, viscous nonreflecting
boundary conditions were also applied to these
boundaries. For the base of the model, this required
simulating the earthquake signal as a stress-time
rather than velocity-time history using UDEC.

(a) (b)
Figure 1. Model geometry showing blocks and a
particular fracture pattern (case C). (a) full model for
TM analyses. (b) Submodel for dynamic analyses.

Beyond this region, block size was gradually scaled up,
whereas a comparable fracture pattern was maintained.
Zoning was also scaled accordingly. Ground support of
the drift was not modeled.

The vertical boundaries represented lines of
symmetry based on the assumption of multiple parallel
drifts and were assigned zero horizontal displacement



2:3 Modeling approach

The simulation started by obtaining an initial model
equilibrium under in situ stress and excavating the
tunnel. After these initial analyses, the mechanical time
was reset to zero for the TM analysis. UDEC uses a
sequential coupfing approach in conducting a TM
analyses. This approach consists of running the
thermal analysis for a period of time during which the
nodal or grid-point temperatures are updated. The
thermal time is then held fixed while mechanical
cycling is conducted to update stresses, displacements,
and block rotations to reach a new mechanical
equilibrium. In such analyses, thermal time is the
actual simulation time whereas the mechanical time is
a pseudo-time for the intermediate calculations. An
implicit thermal solution scheme was chosen to allow
the user to specify a thermal time step.

For each fracture pattern listed in Table I, two
analyses were performed. The first (cases A, B, and C)
assumed no thermal load and were subjected to only in
situ stress and dynamic load. For the second set of
analyses (cases Al, Bl, and Cl), the time-decay
thermal load was applied to the drift for 100 yr. At 100
yr, dynamic analysis was conducted. When desirable,
the seismic load was repeated to examine the effect of
repetitive seismic load on rockfall.

3 MODELING RESULTS

Modeling results discussed are explicit rockfall,
fracture shear and normal displacements, yield of
intact rock blocks. and the relationship among rockfall,
fracture displacement, and yielding. The combination
of these observations may provide indications of the

maximum extent of the potential rockfall region. The
observations may also be used as indices for
establishing a rockfall criterion.

3.1 Explicit rockfall

Explicit rockfall after one episode of earthquake
ground motion is shown for cases A (Fig. 2), B (Fig.
3), and C (Fig. 4). Rockfall in case A was limited to
the upper-right comer of the drift. The drift appeared
to be in a rather stable condition after the first rockfall
because a second episode of earthquake ground
motion did not induce further rockfall. Case C had the
most extensive rockfall. Rock blocks within a wide
region extending 3-3.5 m into the roof area fell into
the drift simultaneously after one episode of seismic
load, causing the entire opening to collapse.
Comparison of the cross-sectional area of the opening
with the area of the simulated rockfall region
indicated that this particular rockfall event could fill
most of the drift with falling blocks and completely

-bury the WP. The drift appeared unstable after the
first episode of seismic load and rock blocks
continued to fall. In case B. the upper-right corner and
the first layer of blocks fell after the first episode of
seismic load. The extension of the region of rockfall
on the upper-right corner was much greater than for
case A. Continuing analysis showed the upper-right
corner was rather unstable, causing collapse of the
drift wall on the right-hand side.

- As indicated by fracture patterns shown in
Figures 2-4 and fracture parameters shown in Table I,
the fracture pattern was the simplest in case A, which
included two fracture sets. The first two fracture sets
in case B were essentially the same as those in case A,
except case B included a third fracture set oriented

Figure 2. Explicit rockfall after one episode of
earthquake ground motion for case A (unheated drift).

Figure 3. Explicit rockfall after one episode uf
earthquake ground motion for case B (unheated drift)



Figure 4. Explicit rockfall after one episode of
earthquake ground motion for case C (unheated drift)

about 1100 from the x-axis. Although this third
fracture set had large spacings, its inclusion in the
model increased the amount of simulated rockfall
significantly. Fracture pattern in case C was similar to
that in case B, however, block size was smaller and
more irregular in the roof region. These comparisons
indicate that the more irregular the fracture pattern, the
more extensive the rockfall. Rockfall also depends on
block size: the smaller the block size, the more
extensive the rockfall.

In the case of heated drifts (i.e., conducting TM
analyses for 100 yr prior to dynamic analyses), some
rock blocks fell during the thermal loading stage. For
example, the blocks on the upper-right corner in case
Al fell during the thermal loading and then the
opening appeared stable with no further falling blocks
during seismic load. In case B , blocks on the upper-
right corner loosened during thermal loading and
eventually fell at the early stage of seismic loading. It
is interesting to note that the region involving rockfall
for the case of heated drift is actually smaller than that
in the case of unheated drift. Repeated seismic load did
not cause further rockfall. A similar phenomenon was
also observed in case Cl. Blocks in the roof region in
case C I loosened during thermal loading and gradually
fell during the early stage of seismic loading. Similar
to case BI, the region involving rockfall in the case of
heated drift is somewhat smaller than that of an
unheated drift during the first episode of seismic
loading. This may be attributed to the upward thermal
stress that counteracts the downward stress due to
dynamic load in the roof region when the drift is under
thermal load. Rockfall continued during the
subsequent modeling and the opening appeared
unstable.

3.2 Fracture displacement

Thermal loading has been observed to generally
increase fracture shear and normal displacements
(Ahola et al. 1996) around an unsurported drift under
in situ stress. A similar phenomenon was observed in
the current study. Furthermore, seismic load appears
to increase both fracture shear displacement and
fracture opening significantly. An increase in fracture
displacement was observed in all three cases for both
heated and unheated drifts. It is not practical,
however, to quantify these changes in fracture
displacements at the current stage. Further modeling
effort is necessary.

3.3 Yield of intact rock blocks

Yield of intact rock blocks was observed previously
to increase with thermal load (Ahola et al. 1996), and
if extensive yield had already occurred during thermal
loading, seismic load will further increase the yield
(Ahola 1997). A similar phenomenon was also
observed in the current study. Since the yield of intact
rock depends largely on rock TM properties,
conclusions with regard to the yield cannot be drawn
at this stage. Future studies will consider the effect of
fracture and intact rock TM properties.

4 DISCUSSION

As discussed earlier, fracture pattern appears to
control the amount of simulated rockfall. With
increasing complexity of fracture patterns, especially
significantly varying orientations, and decreasing
block sizes (or fracture spacings). it appears the
number of rock blocks falling and the extent of a
rockfall region increase. Irregularity of fracture
pattern appears to be an essential condition for
explicit rockfall, since earlier attempts to explicitly
simulate rockfall failed when a regular fracture
pattern was used (e.g.. Ahola 1997). It is noted that
even with the same set of fracture parameters (i.e..
statistical data summarized based on field mapping
and other measuring results). the generated fracture
pattern could be slightly different. The slight
difference in fracture pattern. especially near the roof
area, could result in a different amount of rockfall
during each seismic ground motion episode. The
controlling effect of fracture patterns. particularly of
irregular nature, on underground opening stability has
been observed in the literature (e.g.. Bhasin & Hoeg
1998). Quantifying the effect of fracture pattern on
rockfall for the purpose of repository performance
assessment is a challenging and on-going process. It
is important to characterize fracture distribution and
generate fracture patterns representative of the in situ
fracture pattern at the repository. The fracture
generator in UDEC is limited to a uniform



distribution. As mentioned previously, most fracture
parameters (e.g., fracture spacing and inclination
angle) show a log-normal distribution at YM. Also,
controlling the generated intact block size in the
current version of UDEC is achieved by adjusting the
fracture spacing, which also alter fracture pattern and
is not straightforward. Additional external calculations
are necessary to estimate the generated block size
distribution. Therefore, it is not easy to isolate the
effect of block size with similar fracture patterns on
rockfall. These modeling difficulties need to be
resolved before attempts can be made to quantify the
effect of fracture pattern and block size on rockfall.

Fracture patterns may -have significant spatial
variations within the repository, depending on the
nearby stratigraphic and faulting characteristics. It is.
therefore, necessary in future studies to consider an
array of fracture patterns. To accomplish this, review
of the results of a detailed study of fractures is
necessary. Two approaches have been considered:
(i) using a more applicable fracture generator and
generate fracture patterns based on statistical fracture
parameter data from detailed fracture studies and
(ii) digitizing selected fracture mapping results, such as
the full-pcriphery mapping at the ESF main drift with
tunnel curvature corrected. The second approach is
rather straightforward and relatively easy to interpret.
The representivencss of the selected sections, however,
may be limited, and quantification of the fracture
pattern using statistical distribution data may need
additional analyses of the digitized fracture profile.
The first approach should be more representative
statistically, however, it requires significant effort in
identifying and using a practical fracture generator and
detailed fracture study.

Another important aspect of the in situ fracture
geometric characteristic is block size distribution. In
situ block size distribution is also important in
assessing the potential effect of rockfalls on WPs-it
provides a lower bound for the potential impact force
on Lhe WPs by falling blocks. Some research has been
done on in situ block size at YM. For example,
Gauthier et al. (1995) estimated size distribution of
individual rock blocks using a modified (log-space)
version of the Topopah Spring fracture spacing
distribution developed by Schenker et al. (1995).
assuming cubic and paralelpiped blocks. It should be
noted that assumptions of cubic or parallelpiped block
shape may distort the estimation of size distribution of
in situ blocks through various assumptions with regard
to the extent of fractures in 3D. In published literature
in recent years, several models have been developed
capable of simulating the 3D nature of a rock mass
(e.g., Drshowitz & Einstein 1988). These models
differ in degree of complexity and sophistication, as
well as basic theoretical background (e.g.,
finite/infinite fracture size and block shape). Examples
include the Simblock model developed by Peaker

(1990), the Blocks model developed by MacrL .&

Gennain (1992), and the Stereoblock model
developed by Hadjigcorgiou & Grcnon (I 998). These
models will be further examined and applied to
analyzing block size distributions at YM.

As indicated in section 2. 1 seismic ground motion
input in the current modeling study was a sigmnidal
dynamic signal to simplify the problem. Preliminary
analyses with different frequency content I to IOlHz)
show little effect on qualitative rockfall. In an actual
earthquake time history, the acceleration pulses arc of
varying amplitudes and frequencies. Since ground
motion at a particular site is influenced by source.
travel path characteristics, and local site conditions. it
may be important in dynamic response analyses to use
ground motion input that is site specific. However, the
current study indicates that fracture pattern and block
size may have much greater effect on rockfall than the
input seismic time history. The amplitudes of ground
motion are expected to have a significant effect on
rockfall. Currently used amplitude represents a higher
bound design earthquake amplitude at the repository
interface (Risk Engineering. Inc. 1998).

It is recognized that current information and the
level of understanding regarding long-term
degradation of the rock mass within the near-field
repository environment is limited. As a result, the
previous paranctric study of stability of drift under
static load employed ranges of TM parameters
measured in the laboratory or field to account for the
variation of parameters at the YM site as well as how
they may change or degrade with temperature. time.
stress, and moisture content (Ahola et al. 1996). The
effect of rock and fracture TM properties on stability
of drift under dynamic load will be considered and
studied in more detail in the future. Again. it is
anticipated that the effect of rock and fracture TM
properties on rockfall due to dynamic load may be
much less significant compared to the effect of
fracture patterns and block size.

For block dynanir pAsis of a discontinuum
system, several factors may affect modeling results
significantly and such effects need to be understood
in future modeling exercises. These considerations
may include mechanical damping, wave transmission
in a discontinuum system, boundary conditions, and
loading approach. Currently. the performance of the
UDEC code with regard to how these factors may
have affected modeling results is not yet well
understood.

To quantify rockfall paruneters, it is desirable to
establish a rockfall riterion to define the vertical
extent of the potential rockfall region using indices
such as the amount of explicitly simulated rockfall.
fracture shear and normal displacements, stress state
and, consequently, yielding of intact rock blocks.
Such a criterion would depend largely on fracture
pattern and size of in situ rock blocks. and to a lesser
degree, on earthquake ground motion and rock and



Fl'u'rpctur TM properies. Due to the importanc of
fracture pattern and block size in rockfall analyses. it
may be very useful to conduct Key Block analyses
prior to dynamic simulation for each generated fracture
model and use certain indices of the Key Block Theory
as indicatos of rock mass stability.

5 CONCLUSION

Fracture pattern appears to have controlling effects on
the amount of explicitly simulated rockfall. With
increasing complexity of fracture patterns (especially
significantly varying orientations and increasing
irregularity), the number of rock blocks falling, the
extent of the rockfall region, and the overall drift
instability increase. Further research is necessary to
quantify ockfall parameters for the purpose of
repository performance assessment through better
quantification of fracture pattern, block size,
earthquake ground motion characteristics, and rock
block and facture TM properties.
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